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MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MTP CLASSES AND COMPARISON GROUPS
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school
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I get along well w/other students and 
we work together
4.09 4.28 4.67 4.25
Equipment and facilities are excellent 2.68 3.98*** 3.33
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Factory work will help me pass 
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3.65 3.97 4.16
MTP seems disorganized 3.59 2.46*** 3.78 3.01
Mentors at factory are supportive and 4.22 4.09 4.00 4.35 
willing to answer questions
Key: 1 = Strongly disagree 
2 = Disagree 
3= Neither 
4=Agree 
5 = Strongly Agree
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SURVEY QUESTIONS CONCERNING MTP
11. If you were to grade the overall quality of the MTP program, what letter grade would 
you give it? (MARK ONE)
A+ . . D B+ . D C+ . . D D+ . . D
A...D B... D C...D D....D
A- . . . D B- . . D C- . . . D D- . . . D
F/Fail ................... D
Don't Know ............... D
12. What would you say are the best things about the MTP program? (PLEASE PRINT)
13. What would you say are the worst things about the MTP program? (PLEASE PRINT)
7
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WORST THINGS ABOUT MTP
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OVERALL QUALITY
'93 Class '92 Class Ex-program Total
3.91** 5.10 9.33 5.14
B+ B C- B
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